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dlbgrtirae in a harpy is concerned with rhe debates o n public problelns
related to rnolslility and the innovations that are suggested to solvs
these problems. Si~rccthe I g p s , rnobihty problems have been
described and arlalysed w ~ t h i na conceprual framework that ~ndicates
the irrevitability of increased naobility on the o n e hand and the many
problems resultilzg from this growrh on the other. Arguing along these
'lines, I suggest, often leads to dead end streets. My tlacsrs sets our to
enrich and augment the dominant vocabulary in clebates iln mobility.
Along with transportation economists, urban planners, social.
geographers and traffic engineers, it claims that both travel speed arid
travel time are crucial factors in understanding the character of
modern travel. Within these disciplines, travel speed and travel time
would normally be considered as quantitative, decantcxtuaPized
variables in nvodels that explain travel behaviouz. By aulalysing four
exemplars of modern travelirzg, I argue that travel speed and travel
time can also be understood as the product of 'historical and
cantexrualized rramrsut. practices. In order to travel either quIckYy or
slowly,passages have to be designed, created, repaired and
legitimnzed. Using this new concept, I arn able to render a pragmatic
travel from one place to another.
understanding of the way
While reformulating mobility problems as design problems that are
to "assages'ddrses not solve them, I do cYain~tl~arthe qnnliry of
otnr debates will improve. The conceptual framework I develop
enables to question some of the mobility innovationns that have 1sest-r
suggested in a new way: liow can they be ca~~celved
of as passages?
How are these passages created? Who controls the 'sswiteliYniord'3
w h a t are rhe poYi~lcsof these new passages? The point 15 that travel

speeds can never be a sufhcient argument for mobility ~nnovadons;
~nsteadwe should envision different passages and present rhem as
argued choices, not between different speeds but benveen differenr
kuroslds'.
To create a starting point fair my analysis, in chapter r 1 reconstruct
three disccrurses that explain the importance of increasing travel speed
in the modern era: a technological-determintstic, a n economic and a
cultural-utopian d~scourse.Arguing within the technologicaldeterminist discourse, transportation technology (both vehicles and
infrastructure) follows a logical sequence in whzch faster means of
transportation replace slower ones. But why d o people choose faster
transport? Eccmomists argue that people will allocate their time in
such a way thalt they n~axirnlsetheir utility. Because travel rime can be
considered as a disutility, people: will choose fast transportation.
Another pull-factor it is the cultural-utopian image of a 'zero friction"
society in which progress and mobility go together. An exarnplar of
r
York World3 Fair, where
this discourse is the z q j g - ~ q q c New
General Motors and Chrysler buillt exhibittons that portrayed fast
travel as a precondition for a modern, individualist society.
The promise of saving t m e by traveling faster lras been criticized
by advocates of slowness as a fallacy: time 'saved' will be spent on
otlrer activities (Sachs). An example from the novel Rewzemhralrce af
Thrags Past by Prowst illustrates this paradox. One of the characters,
Albertine, travels in a car for the first time. She does not believe that
she can travel to turn distant villages in one day. Although one would
expect: her to save a day try traveling by car, when she arrives at her
friends house in the fitst. village, she already wants to hurry on to the
next village. This paradox - that speed doesn't save time - can be
explained by indicating what the %low~ess'-discoursesshare with the
'speed'-disromrses: fast transportation leads to haste, ergo slow
tran~sporcationbrrngs us rest. To escape from chis discursive gridlock,
one has to exalnine the way time is used ro create the comparative
perspective implicated in the words 'fast'and 'slow'.
Malay theories on tinqe create dichotomies between subjective and

objective tnrne. An example is McTaggartYs~ 9 0 distinction
8
betweet1
A-series time, when we use concepts like past, present a r ~ dfuture and
which assumes an observer, and B-series titnc, when we use concepts
like earlier and later and no observer is assumed. A third concept of
time can be taken from the work of Elias who considers time. as a
social construction and studies the ways people create temporal
orders t o coordinate social life. Braudel's work also makes clear that
rime scales should be seen as a construction. Speed and sl.chvlrnessare
relational concepts that depend o n a context. One can sit quietly in a
fast moving train, as in a fragment from Hawthorne's -nX 5 1 novel The
H o i ~ s ewith the Seuen Seals. This contextual 'C-series rime' will be a
heuristic device rn my analysis of travel time: it is never given, but has
t o be constructed as a temporal order within historical practKes.

CE.~apter2 rakes the recent history of the Dutch debate o n rnobiIity
politics as evidence for the claim that a B-series corrceptual framework,
in which time is quantified and decontextualizrd, can explain rnany
phenomena related to mobility, but also has slsartcomings. Starting in
h e early 1970s, politicians have argued that increased nobility will
lead to future problems, ranging from congestion in urban arcas,
unsafe: roads, problems that are related to the qluallty of life (noise,
polrdution, health risks, urban sprawl etc.) and problems resr~ltingfrom
unequal access to car-centred t r a n s p o ~ t a t i osyscetns,
~~
leading to soc~al
exclusion. d variety of policy measures aimed at chaa~girrgpeople's
ravel behaviour have been suggested, and some were implemenred.
However, in the long run the basic social dilemma remains: benefits for
an i~adividiaaltraveler lead to societal costs. It seems impossible to find
a way out of this dilemma and policy analysis can explain wl~y.The
basic dilemma is not salved but is continually refarrnz~latedin mew
discourse coalitions (Hajer)and by new problem owners (GusfieldE
who dominate the debate. Consequently, problenzs and ssluticahns rise
and fall on the agenda of public debate.
Economists and transportation experts have tried to expllaii~why
mobijity contjaues to increase and why it is so clifficult to change
peoplck travel behaviour. An exemplar of their style of reasorting can

be found in the 'hypothesis of constant travel rumekhich states that
within a polpulation the mean daily nn-re travelled 1s constant. In
stronger xarrarrts of rhis hypothesis, the constant IS taken t o be 70
rnmutes over a long period of r m e , regardless of culture and country.
1131the Netherlands, such a hypothesis was forn~ullatedby Hexpkes in
the ~ 9 7 0 sas the 'BREVER-law'.
Wupkes constructed mto scenarios,
using h ~ law.
s The first was based on fast transportation systems like
cars and airplanes, the second on the so-called 'softerknd slowcr
modes like putrl~ctransport, walking and cycling. Political and public
dcbare on mobility has been characterised by ma clainrs: faster
modes will save time and these tirne gains can be achleved wirhout
losses elsewhere. Hupkes uses his BREWER-Jaw
t o show that the
arguments behlnd these clams are invalid: because travel time is
constant, faster modes will lead to greater distances travelled and thus
to arncreased anobility. Hupkes' concept of travel rime relies a n the
quantified B-series and renders convincing arguments, but it does so
at a price. innovation boils down to the choice between two
scenario's, the one characterized by 2ccelerating' and the other by
'breaking" Because the quantified nature of travel time is not a t stake
i i ~
this style of reasoning, it becomes even more central to the
argument. I11 order to forllrulace other choices than the one between
'accelerating and breaking', we have to challenge the B-series concept
of time in his argument (time 1s a quanrity and therefore we can use it
t o compare between modes, times and places). Ta do so, 1have
worked out a C-series notion of cuntextualized and hisroricized travel
time in the next four chapters.
"TheB-series concept of travel time that characterizes the style of
reasoning o f transportation econornlsrs like Wilpkes has a history, as
beco~nesclcns in ~ h a p t e g.
r It assumes that time and space can be seen
as separate entitles, and as Bauman poirnts our, this is a n essential
feature of modern societaes. Therefore, $ start constructing a C-series
notioil oftravel tinne wlth the analyses of time and space In modernity
21s they have been given Iby soc~olc~gists
and social geographers.
Whereas Hupkes takes travel time as the time people allocate t o

travclhng, social geographers also look at the relation betwerentime
and distance. People move yav~th~n
so-called "prisms" the total
range they can cover within a certaun amount of time, H$gerstra12$
argued, and the size of these prism" is deterrnitled by the means of
transportatian available. A walker tnloves In a smaller prisln than a
car traveler. Janeile also underlined the importance of means of
transportation when he coollned the concept of 'time space
convergence', the decrease of travel time between two places.
Using these concepts w e can describe modernity as a Ylrstorical
process leading to a 'shrinking globe' on which people move within
ever bigger prisms. This idea relates closely to the characterist~c
experience of nnodernity that has been summarized in the ixineteentlr
century phrase 'the annihilation of space through time" This
lnetaphor, implicitly or explicitly, returns in the work of the
sociologist Giddens and he social geographer Harvey as they
historicize the separation of space and time, a n 3 try to explain why
modernity is characterized by a process of constant speeding up. Bur
in doing so, boitlr end up in a positiolrr that situates the cause of
historical change rn a quasi atitanomnus technological clevelopnzent.
Far Giddens the invention and diffusion of the mechanical ciock is
decisive, and to this Harvey adds technollogies of transportation and
communication. As argued in chapter I, developing a C-series notnolr
of travel time should be able to historlcize and contextualhze, and
Ciddens and Harvey went a long way ;cawarcis doing so. But i n
presenting time and space as affects of autonomous technoYogicaP
developments, they have swapped one self-evident, autonomous
cause for another. Now that time and space can no longer be taken as
constants, the explanatory power has shifted to technology. However,
technological developments can never be their own explanation. As
within the field of science & technology studies 1 1 a ~
theYare to be cxplainecl as rhe results of a complex and
~~Iitical
seam]ess web o f social, technological, economic, c u h r a l
to create a C-time ~iiotionof traveh time, I have to
factots. In
one sten fLIPtherand descril~ethe tecl?nologies that 'shrul.rk the worlci"
from an actor" perspective.

In the remainder of this chapter, I create this perspective b y
describing the work that had to be done by Thomas Cook to make the
world smaller for his customers. From 184I on, Thomas Cook
organized excursions By train, first to destinations in England and
Scotland, later to other
cities and eventually around the
world. My claiiin is that in order to sell travel speed and shorter travel
times, Cook had to build passages. As a unit of analysis, passages can
be described and researched on three leve&s.First, as heterogeneous
spatio-temporal orders that assume both material elements (in the
Cook-case: trains, stations, hotel coupons, schedules) and nrnlnaterial
elements (Cook's teetotalism ideals and colonialist presuppositions).
Seccsnd, as planned but at the same time contingent orders, that have
to bs continuolusJly "epaired', for which Cook relied partly on his
farnous 'Man from Cook's', an local employee who helped travelers to
solve their problems. And third, as orders that both include and
exclude people, places and times, which accounts for the fact that the
passage of Cook's trip around the world was also shaped by the
political topography of the Victorian empire. Travel time can now be
analysed in a C-series conceptual framework that not on&y
contextualizes time and space, but also the transit practices that render
spatio-temporal mders. In the next chapters, I study three different.
transit practices to further elaborate these three conceptluaU levels.

Chapter 4 focuses on creating the heterogeneous order of a passage.
In the previous chapter3I argued that this order is buint out of material
and immaterial elements. To answer the question of how these
ele~nentsare connected to render the effect of a swift journey from
one place to another>I examine a hrstorical case-study on how car
travel in the United States affected the design of the National Parks.
'['here are many explanations for the relatively short period of time in
which the transition from train to car took place in North Amernca.
One ~anderlinesthe fact that by car people ccsuld travel where and
when they wanted. This ubiquity of car travel can be taken as an
effect of passages. To analyse these passages, 1 create an actor's
perspective by way of a tho~lghtexperiment: what connccticpns had to

be

between diverse elements to make places accessible at any

rime? The 'American Passage' was created not only out ofrars, but

also roads and highways, gas stations, fast food drive in restaurants,
and motels. TOconnect these e~emenrsin such a way that "flow3 ywas
the maim effect of a passage, tlvey had t o be standardized, As a result,
car ioumeys became more predictable than in the days of tile early
rnotorisles. Together with the contingency of travel, stories of Ilardr;krip
and adventure on the road disappeared, only to reappear on a
narrative and ico~zographiclcvcl. Next to
a-ruythtkrs"iShields),
'travel rnyrhs?old car travelers haw driving America's "blue
highways' could again be experienced as an adventure.
Arnesrcan passages not only made new destirnations accessible,
they also changed them, as 19 shown In the example of one of the
quintessential American destinations, the National Parks. The
dilemma between use and preservation of the parks characterizes the
hisrolry af National Park Service [NPS)park designs. &nthe .ng3os,
park roads, look out points and park museums were designed to
blend into in the surrounding landscape. This rustic style was
abandonned when in the ~rggiasthe inumber of v~sitorsby car rose
dramatically. Helping all these: people to find their way through the
p r k s quickly became the main obiective of the new designs that tlve
Mission 6 6 program introduced in r 9 5 6. Visitor centres were located
near majar intersections, and provided visitors with information so
they knew where to find rhe major sights. I'seserving the wilderness
at the same time circulating increasing numbers of car througl~
the parks not only asked for material innovations such as the visitor
centres, but also for a consta;~trestyling of the representations and
park nature in "intermediary landscapes' (Carr).331s
iconography
first.
StudY
that to understand the creation of passages,
we have to study innovative co~~nections
between the material and
immaterial
in the heterogeneous order chat enables swift
transportation.

The American passage showed that the predictabil~tyof a journey is
an important precondition for 'flow'. The car traveler knows what to

expect and tries to reduce the contingencies that may cause delays.
Chapter 5 asks haw planned passages can be repaired when
contingencies nonetheless occur. This second case study focuses on
the work that has to be dune by the Dutch airline carrier KLM to
prov~detheir customers wvth relliable and punctual flights, How to fly
on tune when the complexity of the operation increases?
Ethnographic researclr in the Departure Hall loin Schiphol Arrlsterdam
Ajrport and in KLM'S Front Office of the Operations Control Center
provides an answer. If we follow an air traveler checklng in, we see
them mowing from the check-in counter, through customs, t o the gate
where be boards the airplane. During the first part of the journey> KRCM
employees in the departure hall are able to solve problems and air
travelers are discipltned step by step. Why this is so becomes clear in
the Front Office of the Operations Control Center. Here the processes
making up the KLM network on the day of operatron are col~rinually
monitored. If something goes wrong anywhere- be il in baggage
harmdling, aircraft handling, passenger services or elsewhere - this may
affect scheduled departure times. Repairing planned passages relics
on three interrelated innovations that date hack to the nineteenth
century operation of train networks (Beniger). First, the inforanation
concerntng a rnovrng train had to be send faster than tlze train itself
and the telegraph made this possible. Second, a real time overview of
the situation in the network had to be created, which could be done in
a control room. Third, in order to synchronize the elements ~nthe
network, the power t o act in a situatkon had to be transferred from
local employees to the conltral room.
Edentifying these innovatnons provides a conceptual framework,
but does not explain from an actor's perspective how KLM employees
repair passages in real t m e . Therefore, tlzree pmblen~atlcsituations in
the Front Office are anal ysed using the concepts of 'sutuated action'
(Sucl~man)
and 'nanprovusation' (Ciborzra). I argue that a chircl concept
can be taken Prom the field-notes to conceptualize the vnterplay
between many dlfierent temporal orders. When exchang~nga lnrokcrv
down plane by a reserve plane, a occ-employee said: 'This was my
"exchange money' for this day. MYnext p r c h n ~ nw~11be harder t o

solve.To solve a problem, one can not stop alze operatton for a
moment. One has ro rely on 'exchange' that is part of a contl~zi~all~
evolving situation. Interviewing and observing the employees in the
Front Office suggests different kirrds of 'exchange', that can he used
to repair passages and fly on clme: money, risk, capacity, knowledge
and experience, information- and cammunicarion tecit~nolclgyand
aiurhosity. hnowating "exchange' is necessary ta connect and
synchronize the counltlcss temporal orders that constitute a passage in
real time, orders that may he compared to the QolCeSin a f~igue:~f orre
is late, the others don't sound right.

A t h ~ r dactor's perspectlwe is necessary to undel-scand lzaw passages
are related to each other. Thas question is examirred zn
6,
whicla focuses on Durch urban transport and, more specifically,o n
lzow the Dutch government tried t o design irrfrastrzicture ahinaed at an
i~rcrcaseduse of bicycles. Unkike in the case of airflrgl~t,ma centralized
decisions are taken when people travel through a city. Urban travelers
are each others contingencies and urban space and tune are consrantly
being conrested. Innovative solutions for this problem ot crossing
passages date from the nineteenth century when the traffic landscape
was redesigned in order to create both the material and immaterial
conditions for the crossing of different passages. Diiferent design
styles can be distinguishecl over time, depending on the aimount to
which passages are separated or rnlxed. Regulating the crossing of
passages akso has immaterial aspects in she farm of traffic rules. T h e
crossing of passages requires, what E call, %ensembles'. Coilsidered
from an actor" perspective, they nut merely distribute already
existing speeds but are constitutive of di,fferencesin speed attained.
Instead of the crossing nf existing speeds, ensembles produce speed or
slowness in the w a y spare, time and risk are exchanged between
travelers. Because the distribution of space, time and risk between
travelers wacqusl, the design of ensembles rs a rnattcr of politics.
Evidence for this claim comes from the third case study that
reconstructs the politics of passages from the example of the Dutch
governrnents Bicycle Masterplan. In the early I 990% the Dutch

government introduced thls palicy scheme as a means to increase rhe
use of bicycles in Dutch clties. One of the most important
publicarions during the Bicycle Masterplan period was the Dessgrn
Malv~nalfor Bicycle FrrerzdSy Infrastructzme. 1 use it to understand an
actor's perspective on the innovations needed to create new passages
for the bi~ycle.Analysing the way the M a n ~ l a treats
l
one of rhe basic
questions in the designing bicycle infrastructure - do bicycles have to
be mixcd or separated from motorized traffic? - I conclude that the
designers' solutions are representative of a technocratic position.
They take the differences in speed between motorized and nanmotorized trafflc as a gvven and present a broad range of possible
design sealluraons that aim a t Lfinetuning'form, functlon and use of
infrastructure, In dolng so, they ignore the fact that in the design of
crossings and road sectrons the politncs of passages are always
present, either rn the way space, rime and risk are distributed on the
street level, or in the way the design is implicitiy or expllcitlly the
expression of democratic politics. The concept of 'ensembles' makes it
possible to formulate a new norrnat~rsecriterion for innovative desrgn.
Because there can be no slngle optimal solution, even after finetuning
the details of a situation, a good design shouVd present two or three
possible solu~ionsw h i c l ~ a r nbe expl~citlycompared in terms ofthe
way they not only distribute space, time and risk but also create new
'worlds' ((Winner).

Can the results of the three case studies be systematized be
systematized In a conceptual framework? Would this framework help
ro enrich anti augment the dominant vocabulary in current mobility
debates? Would it be possible to use suc1.r a framework t o assess
critically mobility innovations? Questions such as these are taken up
in the concluding chapter 7 . As transportation economists, urban
social geographers and traffic engineers do, I liold rhat
travel time and travel speed arc Important concepts to understand
modern travel. Whereas the S-series approach enables the heuristic
use of travel time as a yuantified variable in descriptnve and
explanatory models, in this thesis transit practices have beem studied

i* order understand how time IS created ur the activity of traveling.
This ~ r a g f n a t i sspproach
t
entalk a time concept in what 1 have
the C-series and which is linked t o a different style of reasonbllg.
w o r k i % towards a theory of passages, F should be able riot ollky ro
give alternative descriptions and explanations of rrave[lng in the
reclznological culture, but also to reformulate the questions cwcrc-gc
debates on the problems and politics of mobility, as well as critica!lp
assess innovatrve strategies in solving these problems.
First, the ourlines of a theory of passages are sketched. Creating
actor's perspectives makes it possible ta study and conceptualize the
work that is done within transit practices t o create passages:
heterogeneous spatho-temporal orders that have t o continuously
repaired and legitirni~ed.This work 1s never finished, because new
solutions constantly have to be fotlnd f a r design dilemmas. Solvilzg
these dileimmas involves what could be called 'coatrrecting strategies',
ways t o connect the hcterogenec>usrnatertal and imn~aterialelements
in the passage. Second, a new vocabulary can be created in which
mobility problenns are reformulated as design problems. This will
improve che quality of the debate because on the agenda are trot only
dichatornous choices between 'acceleratingkr 'breaking', far or
against new roads, flow or congestion, speed or slowness. Instead,
treating mobillty prob'lerns as design problcms makes it possible to
debate dbfferent design styles. Thus, a new sensitivity to the question
as to what is actually at stake when we talk about something so
seemi~xglytechnocratic as solving mobility problerns. And thirdly, we
can critically assess int~ovarions.My cozqceptual framework indicates
that there is always more than one solution. Ilt suggests that
Which 'nntermedlav
innovative solutions can be
landscapes' are made? Whicli forms of 'exchange money' are at stake?
H~~ are new disrributrons of space, time and risk created? Thtls, a
theory of passages can help to reorder the debate on the fut~lreof
traveling in a tect.irrolngrcal culture. T h e carnparativc p@rspcccivethat
is opened by ;a theory af passages has cansoquences tor tile way we
our choices: not /E3etw.cn speed o r slowness, bur as GusfielJ and
winner put it, between different ' ~ o r l d s ' ~

